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• How to make fish out of soup

The point of presentation:

• Providing tools to understand and analyse
waves of agencification in transition
countries



• exceptionalism: the process is so different from
anything experienced before that any parallels are
bound to be irrelevant

• normalism: issues faced in transition are not
qualitatively different from issues faced by other
countries

• both approaches can be applied to issue of public
agencies and devolution of power to them



• identical incentives apply everywhere
• creation of autonomous agencies during the

transition process  was part of the same
downsizing of government as took place in
OECD countries during 1980s and 1990s

• feeling that public sector needs a change of
culture: refocusing, more managerialism,
transparency



• legal and institutional environment is so different that
identical systems can lead to unexpected results (“perverse
incentives”)

• overall speed and scope of change
• scope of publicly “guaranteed” services significantly

decreased
• part of unparalleled management of decline
• blurred boundaries of the public sector (everything was

public before transition)
• evolving rule of law and very high level of uncertainty
• very weak administrative capacity – new states, absence of

civil service, even wars



• Transition is a change of a different order
than OECD public administration reform,
but many lessons and comparisons can and
should be made



• no real autonomy, but many legally
autonomous organisations with many
legally defined relationships

result:
• institutional path dependency: number of

organisations and many of their functions
• legal path dependency: legal arrangements

for budgeting, management, HR issues



Agencification – usual vocabulary:

• commercialisation
• corporatisation
• privatisation
Such vocabulary is not sufficiently nuanced:
• example 1: 51 % owned by state and private
• example 2: 34 % owned by state and still

controlled by the government (if ownership
diffuse)



• personal – ranging from civil service rules through
other public sector rules to being under general
labour code

• budgetary – ranging from gross transfer through
net transfer to no transfer

• customers – ranging from working only for the
government to working only for non-
governmental customers

• governance - various arrangements in
management, audit, property



• managers of agencies and agency staff

• ministers and other politicians in charge,
ministerial staff

• Foreign actors (EU, IMF, WB...)

• other influential stakeholders (e.g. trade
unions)

• general public



• managers and staff of agencies: increasing
independence, decreasing uncertainty, increasing
pay and other benefits

• ministers and political parties: decreasing
responsibility, decreasing financial burden,
increasing patronage

• foreign actors: improved performance and
professionalism

• media and public: improving services, decreasing
tax burden



• bypass the remuneration and other rules

• bypass end-of-year rules

• make funding independent from political
budget decisions

• proxy for output-based budgeting

• decrease in cost to the budget



• bypass the pyramid mentality of the public sector
• need to take into account arms-length principle:

universities, media, cultural institutions, research
• in a politicized civil service, a paradox of

professionalism and independence
• internal and foreign pressure to make some

institutions more autonomous (e.g. regulators)
• political responsibility can be shifted away from

ministers to ???



• increasing pay and benefits vs. decreasing
financial burden

• increasing independence vs. increasing
patronage

• decreasing political responsibility vs.
improving services



• Decentralisation

• Privatisation

• NGOisation

• Who gets the power – central govt., local
govt., managers and shareholders, activists
and elites?



• corporatisation of government businesses

• higher education institutions

• research and research institutions

• arts and cultural institutions

• publicly controlled media

• earmarked funds (pensions to agriculture)

• regulators



• actual results depend on many factors, but
incentives are shaped by expectations

• ex ante expectations and ex post results very often
differ

• agencification is usually pursued when there is a
strong coalition with incentives based on positive
expectations and weak opposition

• an example of frequent coalition: minister +
agency heads and staff + foreign pressure



• lack of systemic solutions: reform overload + quick sectoral solutions
• use of agencification as means of decreasing tax-funded public

services (either stealth taxation or de facto “privatisation”)
• frequent use of institutional transplants from other countries, very

often with other elements lacking – e.g. activity-based budgeting,
general accountability mechanisms

• consequences usually not well thought through (budgeting, incentives)
• excessive faith in institutional solutions
• predictable backlash when autonomy creates problems
• policy entrenchment: agencies have more information and expertise

than ministries (often the cause is weakness of ministries, not strength
of agencies), large agencies have more PR resources than ministries
and can manipulate policy

• frequent problems due to unreliable functioning of accountability
mechanisms: lack of informal rules and low value of reputation in
transition



• need for internal consistence of approaches
• need for robustness of solutions – something that

will work OK even if much goes wrong
• particular need for robust system of financing –

otherwise, can be destroyed by its own autonomy
• Each reform needs to answer: how to make

accountability work in transition?
• autonomy is meaningful if clear formal or

informal contract can be written
• Professionalism vs. autonomy – the real issue



• Audit report and reforms (2000 – 2002)
• Market vs non-market activities
• Focus on non-market activities
• Systemic, across-the-board approach, but allowing

flexibility: Privatisation, corporatisation or
NGOisation of market activities

• Output-based contractual relationship with
remaining organisations

• Improving transparency in the public sector for the
public, media and ministries: ARs, public hearings

• Civil service reform
• Activity-based budgeting


